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Abstract:

Highly excited nuclear states formed by high energy

heavy-ion collisions are studied in terms of the temperature

dependent antisymmetrized density matrix of many fermions in a

harmonic oscillator well. Particle inclusive spectrum and

multiplicity are studied with the density matrix derived. The

deuteron formation probability, the coalescence model and the

d/pn and d/p ratios are formulated and studied. The relationship

between the d/p ratio and the entropy is discussed. It is found

that quantities obtained are consistent with those found in high

energy heavy-ion collisions.

I. Introduction.

One of the main purpose of the study of the high energy

heavy-ion collision is to understand the behaviour of the nuclear

matter at various temperatures and densities, and is to build-up

the "Paradigm" for the structure of the highly excited nuclear

state ( HX ) formed by the heavy-ion collisions. Various models

( e.g. nuclear fireball , nuclear hydrodynamical ,
3) 4)

inter-nuclear cascade , knock-out model etc, ) have been

proposed for the HX and qualitatively succeeded in explaining

proton inclusive spectra and other physical quantities found in

high energy heavy-ion collisions. However, thus far we do not-

know whether these studies of the HX are smoothly connected with

the conventional shell model study or not. Therefore, it is

worthwhile to study the relationship between models of HX and the

conventional shell model. One of the essential difference

between models of the HX and the conventional shell model is that

the HX is expressed by tha temperature parameter and the nucleon

multiplicity ( or chemical potential ), while the shell model

state is in good quantum state of the energy and the nucleon

number. In this sense one may quote a canonical ensemble ( or

grandcanonical ensemble ) as models of the HX and a microcanoni-

cal ensemble of interacting many fermions as the conventional

shell model . While these ensembles are thermodynamically

equivalent61, in order to describe the nuclear system both at low

and high excitation energies in a consistent manner, we must

choose either the canonical ( or grandcanonical ) or the microca-

nonical ensemble as for the total representation of the nuclear
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system. In the previous paper/ we have studied the nuclear

system at low excitation energy in terms of the canonical ensem-

ble by employing the temperature dependent density matrix of many

fermions in the harmonic oscillator ( HO ) well . Then, by

calculating various fchermodynamical properties, we have shown

that the canonical ensemble of many fermions at low temperature

represents typical properties -f the shell model at low excita-

tion energy. In this paper, we study the thermodynamical proper-

ties and physical quantities of the nuclear canonical ensemble at

high temperature with the density matrix, and show that phenomena

found in the high energy heavy-ion collisions can be described as

the properties of the canonical ensemble at high temperature.

In section II we review the temperature dependent antisymme-

tri2ed many particle density matrices and formulae for thermody-

namical quantities. Then we discuss the temerature dependence of

the internal energy per particle and compare it with experimental

data. With density matrices obtained, we study the spectrum of

the single particle inclusive cross section and the particle

multiplicity in section III. We calculate the probability of the

deuteron formation and its spectra and discuss the coalescence

model in section IV. And then we discuss the entropy at high

temperature and the relationship between the d/p ratio and the

entropy of the ensemble in section V. We discuss the future

direction of this treatment in section VI.

II. Density matrix for the canonical ensemble.

The unnormalized density matrix of one particle in a HO well

( the oscillator constant 1V*J ) at temperature T ( = 1/fl ) is

given by '

where f - ™u'

density matrix and the normalized one particle density matrix are

given respectively by

i r **•f'1) =jd3?P(Sl( (2)

(3)

The momentum representation of the density matrix is given by the

Fourier transformation of eq. (1} as follows

where the momentum p* = *h"}?.

The probability of finding a particle at momentum -fiT? is given by

(5)

The Wigner transformation of the density matrix is given by
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N particles in a HO potential is expressed by

(7)

The trace of single particle density matrix is given by

(12)

_ ~& 4. "5?'eT? = !L_J<.

The temperature dependent antisymmetrized density matrix for where [N = 2 for spin 1/2 particle
(. N = 4 for spin 1/2 and isospin 1/2 particle.

Using the unnormaliaed density matrix and its trace, we define

the density submatrix a<; follows

with the unnormalized density matrix p u ' N given by

where ( -1 )'
;

1 for even permutation
-1 for odd permutation.

(13)

For one particle and two particle density submatrices for given

particle number N, we find the following formulae

(14)

(9)

Here the coordinate.^ represents spatial and spin ( also isospin

) variables. The trace of the unnormalized density matrix Z

satisfies the following recurrence relation ,

N

(10)

.15.

where the unnormalized two particle density matrix Pu' is given

by

The Helmholz free energy FN, internal ei^gy U^# entropy S N, heat

capacity C N and root mean square ( rms ) radius R of the

system are defined respectively by.
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and

(21}

To study the mass number A (=2N ) and temperature T depend-

ences of the internal energy per particle U»j/N, we calculate the

UJJ/N for N = 8, 20 and 40 systems by employing the mass number

dependent oscillator constant "hu)= 41A"1'3 MeV and find that the

mass number dependence of the U»/N for T£10MeV is negligibly

small ( less than 2% ). We summarize the T dependence of the

UN/N in Fig. 1 and compare those with the experimental slope

parameters of the single particle inclusive cross sectionjfor

given center of mass (cm) energy per particl-s ' . As seen in

Fig. 1, we find that the temperature dependence of the internal

energy calculated is consistent with the one extracted from

experimental data at the energy less than/equal 1,05 GeV/n. This

indicates that the HX formed by the high energy heavy-ion reac-

tion is similar to the system of nucleons having a heat capacity

of 3 ( not 3/2 by a free fermi gas model ). That is, the HX

found in BEVALAC energy regions satisfies the equipartition rule.

It is also an interesting fact that the experimental slope param-

eter is almost constant for each multiplicity event at given

incident energy. This suggests that the incident energy per

nucleon is almost completely deposited to the system when nucle-

ons are overlapped. On the other hand, at energy higher than

about 1.0 GeV/n, we must include pions explicitly to express the

system, because real . ison productions become popular. Therefore

we do not find similar temperature dependence of the internal

energy far beyond the energy 1.0 GeV/n.

At high temperature limit ( fl-*0 ), the trace ZM is given by

ZN = NHB2N-1 NTtnB' (22)

because only the n-1 term ( H» I is important in the calculation

of the trace (10). Hence one particle and two particle density

submatrices are simply given by

x p>
Thermodynamical properties and physical quantities of the

nuclear canonical ensemble are obtainable with these density

matrices and formulae. Therefore let us study several applica-

tions in the following sections.

III. Single particle spectra and particle multiplicity.

Thus far the temperature employed in the discussion is only

a parameter. The temperature parameter is considered to be

determined experimentally by the slope of the momentum or energy
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spectrum of the emitted particle from the HX. Therefore, in this

section, we study the relationship among the single particle

spectra, the particle multiplicity and the temperature of the

system. Here we assume that the positive energy spectrum of one

particle in the ensemble is equivalent to the spectrum of the

single particle inclusive cross section, and neglect the attenua-

tion problem for the particle emission.

The probability of finding a particle having a positive

energy E in the N particles system is expressed by

P 1 ( E : B ) = (23)

where P. (E:nO) is equivalent to the expression (5) divided by N

P*(E:nB) = Pl(1?:nB)/N with * ^ - = E + v .i g 2m o
(24)

The schematical relationship among the energy E, the potential

depth v Q and the HO potential is shown in Fig. 2. The total

probability Ptl(N:B) of finding a particle of positive energy at

temperature T ( = 1/B ) is given by the integration of eq.(23)

over k and spin for positive energy region of E such that

<& I N

and F(x)

(25)

(26)

multiplicity ) is expressed by

,V

(27)

The spectrum of the single particle inclusive cross section from

the N particles system is given by that of the remormalized prob-

ability of finding a particle of positive energy E in such a way

that

d 3 err,
(28)

where (̂  is the total single particle inclusive cross section.

The temperature dependence of the particle multiplicity n., is

calculated for the N = 20 system by employing a HO constant

fito = 12.0 MeV and a depth v = 44 HeV and summarized in Fig. 3.

It is found that the temperature dependence strongly depends on

the choice of the v .

Due to the asymptotic behaviour of tanh(f-), we can obtain

rather simple expressions for eqs.(24), (25) and (28) both at low

and high temperature limits : The probability (eq.(24)) has

following asymptotic forms, respectively

(29)

(30)

The total probability (eq.(25|) is expressed by
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(32)

Here we employ eq.(22) to derive the right end expression of

eq. (32). With asymptotic forms of P:(E:nB), the spectrum of the

single particle inclusive cross section { eq. (28)) has following

asymptotic forms at low and high temperature limits

(341

At high temperature limit, the spectrum is very similar to that

of the thermal maxwellian distribution of the free fermi gas. At

low temperature limit, on the other hand, the spectrum becomes

that of the thermal maxwellian disribution of the free fermi gas

with an effective temperature "ritJJ/2 instead of 1/B. It is inter-

esting to note that, in the high energy light-and heavy-ion reac-

tions, the 1/B type temperature dependence of the spectrum of the

proton inclusive cross section is observed in the high energy

region and a constant effective temperature ( ^bout G <*- 9 MeV >

dependence is also observed in the low energy part 2»^ 3', Note

that: while someone may point out that this constant effective

temperature is very close to the mean nucleon binding energy (

-«8 MeV ) , we should not argue this effective temperature in

such a manner, beccude the mean ^ucleon bindina energy is corre-

sponding to the evaporation heat ( e.g. 539.8 cal/g of the water

) a^d is not corresponding to the temperature at the boiling

point of the system \ e.g. 100°c of the water > in the usual

thermodynamics.

IV. Deuteron spectra and Coalescence Model.

The spectra of composite particles emitted from the HX

formed in high energy nucleon-nucleus or nucleus-nucleus

collisions have been successfully explained by the coalescence

model 1' 1 0' 1 5' 1 . While the original coalescence model is mainly

concerned with the phase space volume of the HX, recently Sato

and Yazaki ( S-Y ) have formulated the model in quantum

mechanical way by employing the density matrix formalism

Here following S-Y, we study the deuteron formation probability,

the spectrum of the deuteron emission cross section and deuteron

multiplicity in terms of temperature dependent antisymmetrized

density matricies. The probability of finding a deuteron at a

momentum k. in the system of Z protons and N neutrons can be

expressed by

GB(Z,llGBIN,n)HD(kd:l,nl
1

^fea5«'j7re'ly%(r)i
>
1
1(x;,7;(p)^3i5r-f)'/i(r)elk'

(35)

(36)

Here we assume same temperatures for protons and neutrons. The
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\L is the deuteron internal wave function. Employing a gaussian
* d

type deuteron wave function, tne H D is given by

The spectrum of the deuteron inclusive cross section from tne 2

protons and N neutrons system is given by that of the renormal-

ized probability of finding a deuteron having an energy E. in

such a way that

t = tanh(nfa), A = t + tn, M = t tn, Td = A l n/M l n

where Rt is the ms radius <r >, of the de'iteron. The prob-

ability of finding a deuteron having a positive energy E, is '''

obtainable by equating *£~ in eqs. (35) and (37),

where £d is the binding energy of deuteron ( 2.225 MeV ) , provid-

ed that no attenuation problem occurs during a deuteron emission.

The total probability l?tD(Z,N!B) of finding a deuteron of

positive energy at temperature 1/6 is given by the integration of

eq.(351 over T?d for positive energy region of E d such that

,38,

(41)

At both low and high temperature limits, we can obtain

rather simple expressions for eqs. (35) , (38) and (41) : The

probability (eq.(35)) has following asymptotic forms at both

limits.

i#fl}'

(42)

(43)

where jj= is given by E d + v o + £.d- Here we employ eq. (22) to

derive eq.(43). The total probability (eq.(38)) is expressed by

(39)

Hence, the total deuteron number n_ of positive energy ( deuteron

multiplicity ) is expressed by

(40)

<«>

Also the spectrum of the deuteron inclusive cross section (

eq.{41} J has following asymptotic forms it low and high tempera

ture limits
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4l. .46,

(47)

Thus for the deuteron spectrum we find a situation milar to

that for the single particle spectrum. That is : The deuteron

spectrum is similar to that of a thermal maxwellian distribution

at high temperature limit, while it becomes that of a thermal

maxwellian disribution with an effective temperature tiu*/2 instead

of 1/6 at low temperature limit. Hence at both low and high

temperature limits, the probability (eqs.(42) and (43)) can be

expressed with the single particle inclusive spectra ( eqs. (33)

and (34) ) in such a way that

w i t h 2 m k
P ( n ,

Ep(n)

Here 0"z and 0^ are, respectively, the total proton and neutron

inclusive cross sections. The proton and neutron energies are

respectively denoted by E and E n < Thus the probability of the

emission of a deute.on is given by a simple product of the emis-

sion probabilities of the proton and neutron at both low and high

temperature limits. However, at the intermediate energy region,

we cannot find such simple forms for the deuteron spectrum.

Therefore, the coalescence model works both at low and high

temperature regions. While the coefficients in eq.(49) are

different from those by S-Y, this is understandable as follows :

The second coefficient of the right hand side of eq, (49) is

consistent with S-Y if the Rrms (eq. (21)) is replaced by /p as

will be shown in next section. The third one is the attenuation

factor for unbound states and becomes N at high temperature

limit ( F < 0 ) » 1 ) .

V. The entropy and the d/p and d/pn ratios at high temperature.

V-A. The entropy at high temperature.

The entropy of the system is an important quantity to study

the available degree of freedom in the system, in the previous

work/ we have studied the entropy at low temperature and its

relationship with the nuclear level density. Here we investigate

the entropy at high temperature. The UN, S^, C N and R r m g of the

system are given respectively by very simple formulae at high

temperature limit ( B->0 ) with the trace (eq.(22)).

UN * §Nfiwcoth(fB) 21 3N/8,

S N - N{3 - ln(4fj) -il

- -4

(18')

(19')

(20')

(21')
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Here we employ the spin formalism ( N = 2 ) . Thus the entropy

of the system is obtainable for given particle number N, if the

temperature and size of the system < Rrms ) a r e known. Moreover,

we can find following interesting consequences from the

discussion of the entropy at high temperature limit : If the

system has a rms raius R s of r (Z+N) at temperature 1/8, the

"n*J and t ate determined respectively by

fiB

TTuj

Using the above "flu; , fg and s^ (eq.(19'))/ the entropy per

neutron is expressed by

(50)

= K ( Constant ).

Hence the HO constant can be expressed as fallows

•hui = j6K/fl(N-»-Z)1/3oCT/(N+2>3/2.

(54)

(55)

(51)

Thus we can obtain the temperature dependence of the HO constatnt

at high temperature, which corresponds to the temperature

dependence of the effective interaction,

V-B. The d/pn and d/p ratios.

Here we examine ^he relationship among the deuteron, proton

and neutron production rates.

For a given neutron nur.iber, the d/p ratio, which is defined

by nD/nz, is given by

Employing the Stirling's formula of zeroth order of 1/N (56)

ln(K!) £ ln(N> -1 ,

we obtain the expression for the entropy per neutron as follows

(53)

Therefore, if the entropy per nucleon is constant at high temper-

ature and large neutron number limits, the following relationship

between r and fl is obtained

This d/p ratio is also expressed by ffk/Wn and has following

asymptotic forms at both low and high temperature limits

«58»

Employing tq (21') , the d/p ratio at high temperature limit is

exprssed by

-18-



d / p. M ( l

1(1 + !V-'/2ffN.

Here we neglect the effect of the deuteron binding energy.

Note that the above expression is equivalent to the Integratea

coalescence probability by S-Y over the deuteron momentum and has

been employed in the experimental analysis of the entropy

production

On the other hand, if the total neutron number N is not

known, the d/pn ratio, which is defined by nn/''nznN'' * s a m u c n

more usuful quantity compared to the d/p ratio such that

d/pn » nD/(n2nN

This d/pn ratio has following asymptotic forms at both low and

high temperature limits

(62)

/F(v B).

Here we neglect the effect of the deuteron binding energy.

The d/pn ratio at high temperature limit is also exprssed by

d/pn

(59) The temperature dependence of the d/pn ratio is calculated for

the Z = N = 20 system by employing a HO constant -fit*) = 12.0 MeV

(60) and a depth v = 4 4 MeV and summarized in Fig. 4. While the d/pn

ratio becomes greater than 1 in low temperature region, this is

caused by the attenuation factors F(X). ip fact if F(x) is 1,

the d/pn ratio becomes less than 1 everywhere. It is also found

that »-he temperature dependence of d/pn ratio strongly depends on

the choice of the v .
o

V-C. Discussion.

Recently Siemens and Kapusta have pointed out that the

entropy per neutron determined from the ratio of d/p is less than

the value expected from the free fermi gas model in high energy

heavy-ion reactions . Then they have concluded that more

(61) degrees of freedom are available in the system produced by high

energy heavy-ion reactions. Since then many authors have tried

to explain this anomaly by introducing, for examples: the quark

degree of freedom ', final-state decay of metastable com-

pounds ', dynamical quenching effects through an excluded vol-

ume , or through the in-medium corrections of the binding

forces '. However, it has been shown that the determination of

(63) entropy produced in nuclear collision is strongly model depend-

ent . Here we examine the relationship between the d/p ratio

and the entropy of the system with our model briefly and discuss

the entropy per nucleon at high temperature. The relationship

between the d/p ratio and the entropy per neutron ( S^/N } at

high temperature limit can be expressed with eqs.(19M, (52) and

(60) as follows.
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or n. 4.405 - |ln(l + ™.™S) - in(d/p) ,

- ln(d/p) (65)

(66)

Here we neglect the term —^Q^t.A/T (with T in MeVJ as for high

temperature limit in the expression (60). The factor (1 + ^pf"1-)

is the si2e effect of the deuteron and system and is due to the

finiteness of the deuteron. The SN/N calculated with eq. (19) is

shown in Pig. 5 with solid line, and is compared with the one

( eq.(65) ) derived from the d/p ratio ( dashed line ) and with

that by eq.(66) ( dot-dashed lino ). Thus we can concLude that.

if the d/p ratio is reproduced reasonably well with this model,

the expressions (65) and (66) can bo good approximations to the

entropy per nucleon for wide range of temperatures.

Recently, employing eq.(59) and r (N+Z) rule for tho rmn

radius, Doos et al ( GSI-LBL ) have analysed the d/p ratio at

each charge multiplicity Z, which hao boon observed vith the

Plastic Ball/Wall spectrometer , and they have shown that the

experimental d/p ratio is well reproduced by a tomporature

dependent r parameter for wide rango of charge multiplicity (

though they have assumed that tho P^ io also a fitting paramo-

tor ). Tho nico agreement obtained between the experimental and

theoretical d/p ratios auggooto thst tho entropy per nucloon is

reasonably defined by oqs. (65) or (C6), as far as o«r nodel io

concerned. On tho other hand, with r values extracted experi-

mentally, wo calculate tho K-valuo with oq.(S-)) and tho

) with eq. (55) and summarise those in table 1, As shown

in table 1, the experimental results obtained by Doss et al indi-

cate several important points: A) The r , which is a measure of

the nuclear density, is almost constant for a given collision and

decreases with the increasing incident energy per nucleon.

B) The K value obtained ahowg very small decrease with tra in-

crease of incident energy per nucloon and of total nucleon number

of tho projectile and target nuclei. Hence we conclude that tho

K value, which is a measure of tho entropy per nucloon, is not

saturated yet at these energy regions, while it is almost a

constant. C) Tho 1W, which is a measure of tho otrongth of tho

effective interaction, sa'.iofius fiuJ A rule nicely, but Ito

strength fin) ( 41 Hov for the normal nuclear matter ) incroaoos

with tho increase of the incident energy. Therefore it is quite

an interesting question to ask whether tho effective interaction

becomes stronger in tho higher temperature syntcm or not, while

wo loavo it for futuro study.

Thuo wo conclude that, while the roldtionohip botwoon tho

entropy por nucloon and d/p ratio in vory nonnitivo to tho model

employed, ao a wholo, n wide rango of nuclofir phenomena can bo

doalt with in a consistent manner an properties of tho nuclear

canonical ennomblo. Also it in very important and ogoentiftl to

perform both tho exportmontal and theoretical analyses* in a con-

sistent manner for each multiplicity event in ordor to obtain

fruitful informations on tho IIX.



VI Summary and Discussion.

In this work we have studied the statistical and physical

properties of the canonical ensemble of many fermions in a HO

force at high { sometimes low ) temperature limit in terms of the

temperature dependent antisymmetrized density matrix and found

reasonable agreements between those quantities and ones found in

high energy heavy-ion collisions. Firstly v/e have derived the

temperature dependent one particle density matrix in a HO

potential and studied typical properties of it. Then we have

extended it to the antisymmetrized many particle system and

derived thermodynamical quantities of the system and one particle

and two particle density submLtrices. And then we have studied

the temerature dependence of the internal energy per particle and

found a nice agreement with experimental data. With density ma-

trices obtained, we have also studied the spectrum of the single

particle inclusive cross section and the particle multiplicity.

Furthermore, we have calculated the probability of the deuteron

formation, the deuteron multiplicity and the deuteron spectrum

and discussed at which energy region the coalescence model works.

And then we have studied the entropy at high temperature and the

relationship between the d/p ratio and the entropy per nucleon.

We found that, while the relationship between the nntropy por

nucleon and d/p ratio is very sensitive to the model employed, 03

a whole, a wide range of nuclear phenomena car. bo dealt with in a

consistent manner as properties of the nuclear canonical

ensemble.

Even though we obtain general and partly quantitative agree-

ments between our model and high energy nuclear phenomena, we

still have several conceptually serious but interesting open

questions in detailed comparisons. Those are :

1). Since the HO force is a force of infinite range, someone may

claim that its usage for the description of the highly excited

nuclear system seems to be unrealistic. However, we should

remind the following point. Even though he treats a nucleon just

like a free particle in the usual thermal fermi gas model of the

HX, whenever he mentions the size of the system ( like coales-

cence model or Hanbury-Brown and Twiss e f f e c t ) , he must

introduce the boundary for the system, for instance, as a inter-

action volume or a freezed-out density of the system.

Therefore the usual thermal fermi gas model includes implicitly

the boundary, and, in this sense, the thermal fermi gas model is

also packed. The system with a HO force is considered to be in

the opposite limit of the system of the free fermi gas with zero

range hard core. The real system may stay in between these two

model systems.

2|. As far as phenomena found in the high energy hoovy-ion

collision are concerned, the assumption of the canonical ensemble

seems to bo conceptually satisfactory because of the fact that

the energy is continuously carried in and out for the HX by both

incident and target nucloons. On the other hand, the assumption

of the thermal equilibrium seems unrealistic to be satisfied in

heavy-ion collisions. However, if the non-equilibrium process is

assumed to be described by the ensemble of local thermal equilib-

rium processes, the treatment discussed in this paper is consid-



ered to be an important first step to study the non-equilibrium

nuclear phenomena.

Since the model, discussed here and in previous paper ,

asks us technically new statistical ideas for the nuclear phenom-

ena in addition to the conventional treatment of the nuclear

level and its vroperties, we need to define the statistical

quantities of the nuclear system and have to treat the system in

statistical mechanical manner. Therefor iow to define and how

to derive th^se statistical quantities from the experimental data

are quite important problem in the study of the HX. The rela-

tionship between temperature and slope parameter determined from

the particle emission and the relationship between the d/p ratio

and the entrcpy are interesting subjects in the study of the HX.

From such thermodynamical points of view we need to reexamine the

nuclear properties at low and high excitation energies. Further

analyses are needed for each phenomenum, and are now in progress.

I would like to express my sincere thanks to members of INS

for their useful discussions. 1 wish to thank Professor H.
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Figure Captions:

Fig. 1. The temperature dependence of the internal energy

pet particle for the N = 20 system having a HO

constant fiio = 12.0 MeV and exponential slope

parameters observed in Ne + NaF ( circles ),

Ca + Ca °'11' ( squares ) and Nb + Hb11' ( triangles )

collisions.

Fig. 2. The schematical relationship among the particle emission

energy E, the potential depth v and the HO potential.

Fig. 3. The temperature dependence of the particle multiplicity

(eq.(27)l for the N = 20 system having a HO constant

-fiuj = 12.0 MeV and a depth V Q = 44 MeV.

Fig. 4. The temperature dependence of the d/pn ratio for the

2 = N = 20 system having a HO constant liU = 12.0 MeV and

a depth v = 4 4 MeV.

Fig. 5. The temperature dependence of the entropy per

neutron for the N = 20 system having a HO constant

H w = 12.0 MeV and a depth v Q = 4 4 MeV. The SN/N

(eq.(19l) is shown with solid line. The approximate S^/n

ratios from the d/p ratio are derived respectively with

eq.(65) (dashed-line) and

eq.(66) (dot-dashed).
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Table 1. Temperatures, rms radii and HO constants extracted from high energy heavy ion

collisions.

System Energy T(=l/8)al rQ
a)

[MeV/nl (MeV) <fm)
"drills

(fml

•EolCN+Z)

(HeVI

50 1.13 + 0.05 4.52 + 0.37 0.324 t 0.029 69.8 + 3.1

85 0.92 + 0.06 3.79 + 0.47 0.288 + 0.038 112. * 7.

50 1.16 + 0.05 4.83 ± 0.56 0.308 + 0.027 68.0 + 2.9

70 1.00 + 0.06 4.34 * 0.69 0.296 * 0.036 93.3 + 5.6

Ca +

Ca +

Nb +

Ca

Ca

Nb

400

1050

400

a). Reference II.

bl. Derived with eq.(54).

cl. Derived with eq.(55).
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